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Final Report on work done under Contract R-U80
between the
National Bureau of Standards
and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
September 1, 1971
The research completed under this contract consisted (1) of the
development of a set of computer programs for Calculating the penetration
and diffusion of electrons and associated bremsstrahlr.^.g through extended
media, and (2) the application of these programs to numerous problems
arising in space science and technology.
A. Programs. A family of inter-related computer programs has been
'eveloped. The programs fall into four categories:
1. Service programs used to produce a data library stored on magnetic
tape (DATATAPE). This library cortains information about the character-
istics (e.g. density, mean excitation energy) of various media, as well
as electron and photon cross section data. The data library is applicable
to any medium with atomic number 1:L- Z < 100 or to any compound and mixture.
2. Programs that accept input from DATATAPE, process and expand
these data, and produce tabular arrays suitable for rapid look-up in
",:orate Carlo calculations. The principLi program in this category is
DAZ. PAC .
3. .:s is the most important category, consisting of the :Monte Carlo
programs used to solve various electron-photon transport problems.
a. ETRAN : Calculates transport of electrons and photons in extended
media, taking into account elastic scattering of electrons by atomic nuclei,
inelastic scattering by orbital electrons, production of secondary knock-
on e=ectrons, production of bremsstrihiung, Compton scattering of photons
and their absorption in photo-electric or pair production events. All
generations of the resultant electron-photon cascade are treated, and the
calculation may be started with an initial elc ron or photon generation.
S=e versions of the ^rogram are one-dimensional, applying to plane-
paraii.i targets. Others are three-dimensional, with cylindrical geometry.
	
The output of the program includes the following items:	 (1) the reflec-
tion and transmission of electrons and photons; (2) the production of
secondary bremsstrahlung and characteristic X-rays in the target and their
'er ence from, it; (3) the deposition of energy and charge as function of
the nos ; tion in the :ia(liva; an'_ (4) the spectral and angular composition
o: the electron and photon flux as a function of posi'iori in the target.
The applicability of the program is limited to homogeneous uniform media.
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h. Zii3R^: This is an elcccr.on transport program, applica.:k
	
to
Lhree-dimensional targets with cylindrical symmetry, LhaL differs from,
E—". ;L\N in the following _expects. The energy loss ot. .electrons is treated
in the ck)ntitlUt);:s-slowitlg-Gown approximation, i.e, with disregard of
energy loss struggling. On the other hand, the program is inure general
than ETRAN in that it allows the treatment of radiation trans p ort in com-
posite media, consistin_- of a large nU^,.ber of layers u: differenL media.
C. HELI`C: This is an electron transport program (using the conLA.
uous-slowing down approximation) which is three-dimensional (;with assu::ed
cylindrical geometry) and take p into account the dt-_ilection of electrons
by a constant magnetic field. This program is designed to treat the pen-
etration and slowing down of electrons in the atmosphere.
Pro-rams in the fourth category organize and analyze the output
of t-e Monte Ca rlo programs, and in some instances exLend the results of
random sampling through the use of other computational methods. An example
e: such an extension is the program SLOW OLD which uses electron flux
spectra from ETPAN as input and extends the calculation of the electron
slJ.ei^.g-do::n spectrum t0 Very low energies by Straig'lt_o2G7arG nllCii rical
inte?ration of the transport equation. (in the energ; , variable only).
The oro-r q+,,s have been disseminated widely through NAS.•? installations.
They are all in operation at Goddard SFC. The programs DATAPAC and ETRAN
==	 nave also bee run at .larshall SFC and Houston I`iSC.
The programs aaTAPAC, ETRrN and ZEBRA have also been supplied to the
Shielding Information Center at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (RSIC).
RSIC has undertaken to distribute the program to other interested parties,
a..0 i,aS organized a two-day seminar, with about 50 scientists from various
laboratories in attendance, in order to explain the use of the programs.
As the result, the programs have been put into operation in various other
laboratories, e.g, tie Naval Research Laboratory, Sandia Corporation, the
U. of Virginia Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, etc.
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2. Charged-Particle Stopping Power and Range Tables.
Critical data tabulations in this area are indis pensable for transport
calculations and for the analysis of experiments. Three such tables have
beer, prepared and circulated under NASA auspices to a large audience:
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Penetration o` Protons,
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5.	 1t:r.osphcric Elcct:,-on'hvs`_cs.
1:^: :asearch leadinj :o the first of the two papers listed below was
undertaken to provice estimated luminosity patterns re-uired for planning
NASA experi:honc involving the production of an artff icial aurora (under
the leadorship of W. Hess, then of Goddard SrC). The calculations were
also successfully used for the interpretation of the actual experimental
data.-
Berger, M. J., Seltzer, S. M., and Maeda, K., Energy deposition by auroral
electrons in the atmosphere. J. Atmos, bTerres. Prays. 32, 1015 (1970).
Berger, M. J. and Selt,:er, S. M., Bremsstrahlutng in the atmosphere, Journal
of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, 1971 (in press).
Res insa Function^ f E=^ctror .nd Ca:-.:ma-ray Detectors Used is
Space Science.
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—_-	 T::e :ork on \'aI detectors, undertaken in collaboration with Dr. J. 	 -_
— Trombka of Goddard SFC, is being used in the analysis of lunar ga=ia-ray
=-	 data obtained in the Apollo program.
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7. ;exults of nedical and r.ndiobiological interest.	 -	 =-
lne various trans p ort calculations carried out under NASA ausDicas
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oroble;:s, within the space program as well as in radiotherapy and diagnosis,
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